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VASSA NEWSLETTER, JUNE 2021
VASSA May outing
On a wonderful sunny winter’s day, VASSA had a very successful visit to the old De Beers/AECI
grounds in the Strand. We were lucky enough to have Eric Strombek accompany us. Eric is now the
manager of the site, but he and his father before him worked there for many years and he was able
to provide lots of background. Melanie Attwell, who did heritage surveys of the site some years ago,
took us on a most enjoyable tour.
The site is now owned by the City of Cape Town. What might be of interest to our members is that
that it is open to the public, after years of secrecy. Large areas have been developed into the
Paardevlei Estate and many of the original buildings are being reused for other ventures. For
example, the Flagship Wine Cellar is located in the pump house, one of the original buildings.
Turn in at the Paardevlei Estate entrance (on road down to the Strand beach). If you follow this road
(De Beer) you will end up at the Baker / Masey buildings, the Crescent row of houses (possible
forerunner of the Garden Cities design), various De Beers office buildings and even a view of the
Paardevlei. The second entrance (Quinan Avenue) leads past the old compound to the power
station.
The outing was oversubscribed and we hope to organise a repeat later in the year.

The Entrance Building.
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Accommodation for migrant workers in the compound.

Eric Strombek and Melanie Attwell.

Update on Zeekoegat, Prince Albert District
On a recent trip to Prince Albert, John and Pat Kramer together with Judy Maguire took the
opportunity to visit Zeekoegat, a building visited in 2008 on a Vernacs weekend away to Prince
Albert District. Much to their surprise, instead further deterioration, the exterior of the building had
been painted. Judy phoned the farmer’s wife to query this and was told that the adult children did
the job as a project during lockdown. So, at Zeekoegat at least, something good did come from
lockdown!

Zeekoegat 2008

2021
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Mertenhof, Biedouw Valley, Clanwilliam District
During the VASSA away weekend to the Cedarberg in 2017, one of the activities on the outing was to
record the old kafhok/smithy on the farm Mertenhof. According to the VASSA notes, Mertenhof was
a quitrent property of over 5000 morgen granted to G.J.S. and B.J. Lubbe in 1750. The farm remains
in the hands of the Lubbe family to this day. It originally included four farms, one of which is
Mertenhof, though the name is relatively modern.
The kafhok/smithy was in a state of collapse. A small group of Vernacs volunteered to measure up
the building at the end of the day. Guido Lugtenburg’s diagrammatic plan of the Mertenhof werf
gives a good idea of the setting of the farm buildings. The text below is based on notes taken during
the recording process, and the photographs were taken by John Kramer.

The barn and kraal at Mertenhof.

Left image: The ‘smithy’ at Mertenhof is in fact a kafhok (left room) with added smithy (right room).
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Right image: Seen from the other (west) side, the kafhok is on the right and smithy on the left.

The upper (south) room was originally a kafhok attached to a trapvloer. There is another trapvloer
on the other side of the werf (see werf plan). The upper gable wall is built of stone to midway up the
lower aperture, and low-fired brick above. It closely matches the one at nearby Biedouw (right).

An interesting building sequence at both sites (same builder?) appears to start with construction of
stone-built circular trapvloer wall, and then the gable wall of the kafhok was built on top. Note
curvature of wall footing in both places. A later solid stone footing also acts as a secure base for the
lower (north) room and hearth gable.

The south gable seems to have been altered at some stage. Note upper aperture off-centre and
narrow grey bricks at angles along gable edges.
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The lower (north) room has a half-width hearth and chimney on the gable end, and a low wall across
the corner opposite.

South gable, section and plan of the kafhok/smithy at Mertenhof. Drawings by Anton Roux.
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One interpretation is that once the ‘smithy’ was constructed, the kafhok would not be safe for
storing flammable material, so it was adapted for another purpose. A door was inserted, opening to
the outside, still existing (left image). The door between the units was later filled with yellowish mud
brick and stone footings to match existing walls (right image). One interpretation is that the kafhok
did not have any doors, except to load through (apertures let vermin in), and so the door between
the two units was opened after the second unit was added. It was filled in again when both units
became re-purposed for sheltering livestock.
Sequence:
1. Kafhok.
2. Demolition of trapvloer. Construction of smithy (maybe reusing stones).
3. Opening made between units.
4. Animal shelter / stores. Opening closed.

The YMCA precinct in Queen Victoria Street, Cape Town
On 20 July 2005 a meeting between representatives of the Cape Institute for Architecture Heritage
Committee and the City of Cape Town’s Heritage Resources Section was held to discuss a proposal to
redevelop the YMCA site. Since its purchase by Murray & Roberts in about 1992; studies had
included archaeological research and a report in 1992, two or three proposals (for M&R), at least
one of which (by Pieter Pelser) had been approved (in 1992) although subsequent proposals
(including one from Revel Fox’s office) had not been approved by the then NMC. During 2003 Henry
Aikman and Andrew Berman had drafted a Heritage Impact Assessment for the then property
owner, Rudi Raubenheimer, which was approved by Heritage Western Cape in January 2004. This
report had, most importantly, recommended that the buildings on the consolidated site (including
the 1880s structures facing Queen Victoria Street, but excluding the building facing on to Keerom
Street occupied by a restaurant) could be permitted to be demolished and that any new building on
the site be a “background building”. The City of Cape Town approved the demolitions in August
2004.

The YMCA precinct, Queen Victoria Street; Centre for the Book on the left (Google Maps image 2009.)

The buildings were therefore demolished but the site still stands empty. Fortunately for posterity,
architect Anton Roux had recorded the structures in the mid-1990s. Here is a selection of his drawings.
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Lost and found in Green Point
While trying to extricate themselves from the maze of backstreets in Green Point, John and Pat
Kramer stumbled upon the old Woutersen Vault at the top of Wessels Street. This was a new
discovery for them.
According to SA History Online: The vault is
huge, well looked after, with a fence that
nobody can cross! It was erected in 1827 by the
widow of Peter Woutersen. His granddaughter
married Jacobus Christoffel Wessels, whose
son, Sir John Wessels, became Chief Justice of
South Africa. Various members of the family
lived on the estate. Because the vault had been
broken into by thieves who stole the ornaments
of the coffins and other valuables, the great
iron door of the vault was eventually
permanently sealed. Consequently, the last member of the family who died on the estate was buried
outside the vault. (This explains the grave outside the vault.)

E9342

The structure (at bottom of Elliott’s photo of Green Point Common taken during the Anglo-Boer
War) stands directly in line with the entrance to the old Victoria Basin of the docks. On some old
charts it is marked as a landmark for the guidance of ships entering the docks. According to Hans
Fransen: “The tomb when originally built stood all by itself on a barren slope, is now surrounded by
suburbia. It is of unusually large dimensions and has a front block with wide pedimented central
section and fluted pilasters dentilled with pyramidal fields at the top.” The neo-classical style of the
vault is very confidently ascribed to the well-known master builder Herman Schutte. Rennie &
Goddard Architects restored it for the National Monuments Council in 1991.

Things to read and watch
New publication
A new book entitled “Hidden Karoo” with photographs by Alain Proust and text by Pat Kramer has recently
been published. Available in bookshops (ISBN 9781432310042). “Published by Struik Lifestyle and combining
the descriptive flair of archaeologist Patricia Kramer and the photography of Alain Proust, this 300-page
volume provides wonderful insight into some of South Africa’s lesser known towns and regions” (review by
Dean Allen).
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Cape Town news
S.J .de Klerk has written an interesting article published on the Heritage Portal site called
“Meandering along the Sea Point Promenade” Take a look and then take a walk along the
Promenade on a clear winter’s day with this information in mind.
http://www.theheritageportal.co.za/article/meandering-along-sea-point-promenade
For those of you who visit the city, look at this webpage which details plans for the upgrading of
Long Street.
https://www.cbn.co.za/featured/plan-to-breathe-new-life-into-long-street/
Excellent web page which explains why The Barracks development over the old warehouse in the
Lutheran Church precinct is going to be called the Barracks and not the Warehouse!
Click on ‘The Heritage Story’ at https://thebarracks.capetown/about/
Joy Woodward recommends this virtual tour of Stellenberg gardens – “it is just like a VASSA outing!”

https://www.stellenberggardens.co.za/virtual-tour/
Other news
The sale of books donated to VASSA garnered R5000. Thanks to all who supported the sale.

This month’s photograph from the Gribble Collection
For three generations the Gribbles captured the places, people and buildings of the Cape. James
Gribble arrived in Cape Town from Cornwall in 1860 and his son, James (Jimmy), moved to Paarl in
1888. His (Jimmy’s) son, Harold, took over from him and Harold’s daughter, Yvonne, also did some
part-time photography.

(HPG00327 Courtesy of the Drakenstein Heritage Foundation.)
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The picture of Hanover in the Northern Cape, established in 1854, shows the first church which was
built in 1858. It was replaced by a new church in 1908, so this photograph was taken some time
during that period. Note that all the roofs are of corrugated-iron, which also places the date towards
the end of the 19th century. The photographer was standing on Trappieskop, a hill on the edge of
the town. There is a funeral procession crossing the big open space in the centre of the settlement.
It was set up as a church farm to minister to local farmers but soon became a vital stop for stage
coaches going to the diamond fields before the advent of the railway.

Compiled by PK & AM
Please do not reproduce the images in this Newsletter without permission.
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